
URGENT NOTICE TO MEMBERS 
- Update on Redevelopment and non compliance issues

19 July 2012
Following the Building Control Authority (BCA) Temporary Occupation Permit (TOP) inspection on 19 July 
2012 various non-compliances were identifi ed and had to be addressed by Hiladt Architects (SSC’s Architects) 
before TOP could be obtained. 

1 August 2012
SCDF (Singapore Civil Defence Force) carried out a spot check on the MSCP (multi-storey car park) and 
highlighted several irregularities that were found to be not in compliance of certain clauses of the Fire Code.  
Subsequently Hiladt was formally notifi ed of these issues by SCDF accordingly. Hiladt did not bring it to the 
attention of the Club or the Development Committee (DC612) as SCDF did not copy said letters to the Club.

22 August 2012
Hiladt advised the Club that for the BCA compliance work only the steps rectifi cation to the cabana centre 
square area were outstanding.  Thereafter once works are completed Hiladt shall compile and submit to 
BCA for the partial TOP issuance.

BCA carried out a TOP inspection on 17 September 2012 for both the Palms and Kitchen. 

21 September 2012
Hiladt reported to the Club that they had submitted an application to BCA on 20 September 2012 applying for 
the partial TOP of the Palms and Kitchen. This was despite the fact that Hiladt had been advised by DC612 
that for Palms & Kitchen, there is no need to apply for TOP since they are just amendments to partitions & 
minor works i.e.no structural works are involved.

26 September 2012
The Club received correspondence from BCA citing:- 

• BCA referred to our QP’s (Hiladt’s) application for Temporary Occupation Permit (TOP) for Palm Cafe 
and Kitchen (Phase 2) & informed that application is held in abeyance. The reason is that the 
requirements for the application of the Phase 1 TOP have not been fully complied with.

• BCA advised that several clearances/declarations/certifi cates had not yet been submitted.

This correspondence was immediately forwarded to Hiladt for their necessary advice and action.

28 September 2012
The Club was informed by Hiladt that SCDF has further highlighted in their audit check that the MSCP existing 
car park does not comply with the 50% natural ventilation opening cross ventilation and is further aggravated 
by the void slab over and extension of the car park bay. 

• This revelation came as a complete surprise as this non-compliance from FSSD (Fire Safety & Shelter 
Department) has now caused the entire TOP to be held in abeyance. To compound matters, this was 
the fi rst time that the Club had been informed or appraised of this issue although Hiladt had been 
notifi ed very much earlier.
 

1. BCA informed that TOP is required as there is an extension work involved to an existing building that 
affects the external facade, besides the internal renovation works.
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28 September 2012 (cont’d)
2. BCA said that Phase 1 TOP can be withdrawn and Palms and Kitchen extension TOP application 

submitted separately to obtain partial TOP for Palms and Kitchen fi rst.

In order to do so, the following processes must be followed.
a. A BP (Building Plan) amendment plan submission must fi rst be done to exclude the Palms and 

Kitchen.
b. Once BP amendment plan is approved to submit in BP plans for Palms and Kitchen as a separate 

submission with separate BP number.
c. Once BP plans for Palms and Kitchen are approved, then TOP for Palms and Kitchen can be 

applied separately and this will not be linked to the Phase 1 BP submission.

This process will take 4 weeks minimum.

30 September 2012
Subsequent to receiving the update from Hiladt the DC612 subcommittee convened an emergency meeting 
to discuss and plot the way forward. It was decided that the Club proceed with the steps as advised by BCA.

6 October 2012
The DC612 convened a meeting with Hiladt to further discuss issues relating to SCDF’s audit check at the 
MSCP and to debate Hiladt’s proposed and recommended means of rectifi cation in order to meet all non-
compliance issues.

Update on Cabanas
The Club through its lawyers has written to the Architect in relation to the defective design of the cabana roofs.

Hiladt has been made aware that due to the roof design there is ingress of water whenever it rains and the 
roofs are clearly unfi t for its purpose. 

Hiladt had proposed various solutions to address the defective design of the cabanas but  upon review the 
Club believes that these proposed solutions are impractical to implement, costly to maintain and still do not 
adequately address the problem.

As such the Club has demanded other more viable solutions and for Hiladt to assume all costs for rectifi cation 
accordingly.  Hiladt has referred the matter to their Insurers, M/s Liberty Insurance Pte Ltd.  M/s United Legal 
Alliance LLC, the solicitors for the Insurers, are now in correspondence with the Clubs solicitors, M/s Wong 
Partnership.

Meanwhile as a stop gap measure, the club is using canvas to cover the roofs. SSC is presently paying $500 
for each piece of canvas over the roof tops, and so far, the Club has spent close to $2000.
Once we have more detailed information then we shall update club members accordingly.  
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